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1. Overall inventory reduction prerecession inventory levels will not return. Meanwhile, inventory turns will 
remain at the recession adjusted, elevated levels.

2. Greater pressure on employees. Hiring freezes will put a lot of pressure on current employees to be more 
productive and to work longer hours. 

3. Increased investment in material handling systems.

4. More cross-docking. Greater use of cross-docking will contribute to an increase in inventory turns and may 
require alterations or additions to material handling systems.

5. Wider outsourcing and use of logistics service providers.

6. Less predictability. The post-recession "new norm" is that there is no "new norm." 

7. Major changes to order profiles. More lines per order, fewer units per line, and/or smaller, more frequent 
orders.

8. Increasing demand for value-added activities.

9. Growing recognition of warehousing's role in the supply chain. It is about the warehouse doing all that it can 
to contribute to a great supply chain.

10. More mergers and acquisitions.

Did 2010 Predictions come true
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Best in Class

1. Establish a governing supply chain council. To include 
the leader of the supply chain organization as well as 
corporate executives, business unit managers, and other 
influential company leaders. 
2. Properly align and staff the supply chain organization.
Progressive companies have adopted a hybrid approach 
that combines a centralized strategy to gain consensus 
with decentralized execution to improve service.
3. Make technology work for you. At best-in-class 
companies, managers understand that "the system" 
should help them better manage their supply chains and 
have adopted strategies and mechanisms to get the 
greatest benefits from technology.
4. Establish alliances with key suppliers. Best-in-class 
companies work closely with suppliers long after a deal 
has been signed. 
5. Engage in collaborative strategic sourcing.
Collaborative strategic sourcing get internal "customers" 
actively involved in the decision-making process to 
ensure availability of supplies at a lower total cost, 
streamlined processes, and increased responsiveness to 
changing needs.

6. Focus on total cost of ownership (TCO), not price.

7. Put contracts under the supply chain function. More 
companies are moving responsibility for contract 
management to the supply chain organization rather 
than leaving it in purchasing, legal, finance, or 
operations. 
8. Optimize company-owned inventory. The "real" cost 
of holding inventory often is higher than the generally 
assumed 20 to 25 percent. Best-in-class companies are 
placing emphasis on demand planning and forecasting as 
an additional means of ensuring optimal inventory levels.
9. Establish appropriate levels of control and minimize 
risk. Best-in- class companies periodically review their 
policies and controls to ensure that they are not creating 
bottlenecks. 
10. Take "green" initiatives and social responsibility 
seriously. Reducing a supply chain's carbon footprint is 
no longer a "nice but not necessary" practice. Buyers and 
consumers are considering environmental impact and 
social responsibility when they choose suppliers.
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1. Customer service
Give customers what they really want, not just what you think they want.

2. Supply chain strategy
Objectives should drive strategy, and strategy should drive tactics—not the reverse.

A supply chain strategy is a living thing. It must be adaptable and change to meet evolving business and customer needs, and it needs 
to be flexible enough (or at least encourage sufficient flexibility) to drive optimal tactical and operational decisions. 

3. Sales and operations planning (S&OP)
Get your process right first, and define your systems after.

4. Supply chain network design
Keep costs down and reliability up by designing your network to minimize product handling.

Establish customer service offers (your first “bookend”) 
Establish supply points/lead times (your other “bookend”)
Identify current network performance 
Test and quantify alternatives for least-cost networks
Consider network transformation, if the benefit will be large enough

5. Outsourcing
Both parties can benefit from a healthy and proactive partnership.

6. Asset utilization
Get more productivity out of fewer assets.

7. Performance Measurement
Measure what is strategically important so that you can manage and improve it.

Some basic principles of Cost Control


